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Abstract 

 I   

Abstract 

Today’s computer systems develop towards less energy consumption while 
keeping high performance. These are contradictory requirement and pose a great 
challenge. A good example of an application were this is used is the smartphone. 
The constraints are on long battery time while getting high performance required 
by future 2D/3D applications. A solution to this is heterogeneous systems that 
have components that are specialized in different tasks and can execute them fast 
with low energy consumption. These could be specialized i.e. encoding/decoding, 
encryption/decryption, image processing or communication. 

At the apartment of Computer Architecture and Parallel Processing Laboratory 
(CAPPL) at New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) a vector co-processor has 
been developed. The Vector co-processor has the unusual feature of being able to 
receive instructions from multiple hosts (scalar cores). In addition to this a test 
system with a couple of scalar processors using the vector processor has been 
developed. This thesis describes this processor and its test system. It also shows 
the development of math applications involving matrix operations. This results in 
the conclusions of the vector co-processing saving substantial amount of energy 
while speeding up the execution of the applications. 

In addition to this the thesis will describe an extension of the vector co-processor 
design that makes it possible to monitor the throughput of instructions and data 
in the processor. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

This project was done at the Electrical and Computer engineering at New Jersey 
Institute of Technology (NJIT) in Newark New Jersey. The thesis work was part 
of the research conducted by Professor Sotirios Ziavras and PhD student Spiridon 
Florin Beldianu at Computer Architecture and Parallel Processing Laboratory 
(CAPPL). The research has resulted in a Vector co-processor with the unique 
behavior of being shared between several hosts. There was a need for 
benchmarking this architecture and that’s where this thesis filled its purpose. 
Mathematical applications running on hosts using the Vector co-processor had to 
be written. By running these applications with different setups an evaluation of the 
test system could be done. In addition to that prof. Ziavras and mr. Beldianu gave 
me the opportunity to prototype extra functionality to the architecture. 

To run the applications a test system was already developed and implemented in 
VHDL code. This was then used for simulation with the applications that were 
designed and the extension of the processor. 

1.2 Need for High performance computing and Parallel 

computing 

Traditionally increase of performance of computer systems has been achieved by 
increasing the clock frequency. Due to difficulties in increasing the clock 
frequency further new directions are being explored. For the last years focus has 
been on introducing more processor cores in the computer systems. This has 
resulted in continuous increase of performance. The next generation of multi-core 
systems has a different approach, called heterogeneous system. These systems 
combine computing units with different specialties. In this way, a lot of special 
functionality can be put on one chip. The result is a multifunctional system with 
low energy consumption per atomic operation and high application throughput. 
Energy consumption is a big topic today. For example, smartphones combine 
high performance with batteries as power source. 

At NJIT, a special hardware unit for that purpose has been design. An 
experimental system including this special unit, a vector processor, has been 
designed. Figure 1 gives an overview of the architecture of the test system. The 
test system contains of a Vector Processor (VP) which can receive vector 
instructions from multiple hosts/cores. In the test system there are two hosts that 
will run applications that will use the VP for vector intensive computation. The 
VP will then mix the instructions according to different scheduling schemes and 
do the vector operations according to the vector instructions [1] [2]. 
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Figure 1 – Overview of the test system. 

1.3 Goals and Scope 

There are two goals for this thesis: 

The first goal of the thesis is to implement a number of applications for the test 
system that will do mathematical operations with the help of the vector processor. 
Mathematical methods chosen suggested by the developers of the test system 
were LU decomposition (also called LU factorization), Matrix-Matrix 
multiplication and sparse matrix-vector multiplication. The design language 
demanded for the applications is C. The coding and the design is the practical job 
for this. 

The second goal is to add profiling capability of the Vector Processor that is a 
feature that monitors hardware performance with an instruction counter. This 
could for example be used in future scheduling schemes were the host access to 
the Vector processor could be prioritized according to previous usage of the 
Vector processor. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 contains background material to give the reader more understanding 
about the theory behind this thesis. It explains parallel computing and vector 
processing. It also presents vector processors and in particular the VIRAM 
processor that is an example of a vector processor. 

Chapter 3 presents the architecture of the coprocessor that was designed at NJIT. 
The instruction set is presented in detail. The chapter also explains the Test 
system to give understanding to the reader about the set up for test runs. 

Chapter 4 explains the methods used during the thesis work and presents the 
development tools used. 

Chapter 5 introduces the applications that were designed during the thesis work. It 
will not only explain the background and theory but also the implementation of 
the applications.  
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In Chapter 6 the second practical task of the thesis is explained. It describes about 
the extension that were made to the architecture.  

Chapter 7 will conclude the report with a discussion about the work that have 
been done and also about possibility of future work in the area of this thesis.
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2 Theoretical background: Parallel 

Architectures and Their Programming 

2.1 Parallel architectures 

Parallel computer architectures can be divided in different types. According to 
Flynn’s taxonomy there are in general four types: Single Instruction Single Data 
(SISD), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Multiple Instructions Multiple 
Data (MIMD), Pipeline computers or Multiple Instructions Single Data (MISD) 
[3] [4]. 

2.1.1 Pipeline computers/MISD 

Most processors today are pipelined in the context that they divide the 
instructions into several stages so that several instructions can be in progress at 
the same time. This will increase the throughput and the utilization of the 
processor. A downside with pipelines is that they increase the latency, the time 
from when an instruction is started until it is finished. Another downside is when 
the code got a lot of branches, meaning conditionals leading to different execution 
of instructions. If an instruction is already in the pipeline and a previous 
instruction just finished its last stage which affects a conditional before the first 
mentioned instruction. The instruction that came after the one affecting the 
conditional might be useful because another branch should be executed. In that 
the case the pipeline has to be “flushed” and the process of filling up the pipeline 
will restart. The main advantage of a pipeline computer is when executing a 
sequential stream of instructions. Then the throughput is close to or equal to one 
instruction per clock cycle for single issue processors [5]. 

MISD implies different operations are being carried out on one data. There are no 
good examples of these systems. According to some descriptions a Pipeline 
computer can be considered as a MISD. With that assumption also Systolic arrays 
could be included in this category. A Systolic array is basically a two or multi-
dimensional pipeline system [3]. 

2.1.2 SIMD 

SIMD or sometimes called Array computers means that there are several 
processing elements (PEs). These are executing operations in parallel. There is one 
controller that is decoding the instruction and all the PEs are processing the same 
operation synchronously. This kind of parallelism is called Data-Level Parallelism 
(DLP) and is typically used in vector processors, which is described in detail in 
section 2.4 [6] [7] [8] [9]. 
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2.1.3 MIMD 

MIMD means that processors are doing independent computations on 
independent data in parallel. There are a couple of variants of this type of 
architecture. The main difference between them are if they have shared memory 
or distributed memory (each processor have full control over its own memory or 
memory area). In the shared memory case there have to be some kind of 
arbitrator or controller which distributes access time for the processors [10]. 

2.2 Multicore and Multiprocessors (Multiprocessors 

(Parallel and multi-core architectures)) 

A multicore and multiprocessor are processors of the type MIMD. The difference 
between multicore and multiprocessor is that the multicore processors are on the 
same die and are usually more tightly connected when it comes to sharing 
resources when it comes to Front Side Bus (FSB), memory and cache. 
Multiprocessors usually don’t share die but will usually interact with each other in 
one way or another. 

The problem that occurs when using multiple cores is the demands it put on the 
programmer. To make use of the systems performance there has to be code that 
makes use of it. The code must have parts that can be run in parallel. The 
minimum is then that they at least run one thread per core. Some architectures 
allow many threads per core. The speedup using multiple cores can be calculated 
by using the formula derived from Amdahl’s law. It is presented by equation (1), 

where                  is the fraction of the parallel code that can be ran on all 

the cores in parallel. 

 
        

 

                

               
                     

 
(1) 

It is not unusual that the different CPU need to communicate with each other. 
There are a couple of ways for the different CPUs to communicate. A common 
way is by using messages. One CPU will send a message to another CPU using 
some kind of interconnection infrastructure like a bus or Network on Chip 
(NoC). Another way is by using a shared memory and store data which both 
CPUs can access. In this way a CPU that is making calculations that another CPU 
is dependent on can store them at location in the shared memory, which have 
been agreed on. These two kinds of communications can of course be mixed so 
that some communications is done by message passing and some by shared 
memory [3]. 
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2.3 Coprocessors 

A coprocessor is a processor that has the purpose to assist a CPU (Central 
Processing Unit). A coprocessor is sometimes called an accelerator. It has 
commonly a specialization, and gives therefore the CPU an extra feature or 
speedup. The specializations could for example be: bit based, integer and floating 
point arithmetic, vector arithmetic, graphics or encryption. A coprocessor cannot 
be the main unit and is therefore in need of a host for controlling it in some way. 
Some coprocessors can’t fetch instructions on its own, they then need instructions 
sent to it by the host. An example of a coprocessor is a GPU (Graphics 
Processing Unit). Basically all PCs have a GPU. It is a coprocessor that will do 
graphics calculations for the CPU. This is used for gaming (3D processing), photo 
editing (Image processing) and Video (Decoding) etc. 

2.4 Vector processors 

A vector processor is a processor where one instruction can represent tens or 
hundreds of operations. Therefore, the area, time and energy overheads associated 
with fetching and decoding of SIMD instructions is a lot smaller in vector 
processor than in a scalar processor. To give a comparison between a scalar 
processor and a vector processor consider an addition between two vectors of ten 
numbers to produce a new vector of ten numbers. In a scalar processor it could 
look something like this: 

1  execute this loop 10 times 

2       

3 fetch the next element of first vector 

4 fetch the next element of second vector 

5  add them 

6 put the results in the next element of the third vector 

7  end loop 

 
But when using a vector processor this could look like this: 
1  read the vector instruction and decode it 

2  fetch 10 numbers of first vector 

3  fetch 10 numbers of second vector 

4  add corresponding elements 

5  put the results back in memory 

An advantage with this is also that when using a vector instruction like this is that 
we ensure that the ten numbers have no data dependency and therefore the 
checking for data hazards between elements is unnecessary.  

The architecture of a vector processor has two mayor variants, register-memory 
and memory-memory. The former assumes data located in a register file, while the 
latter works directly towards memory. The register-memory type is the most 
common. One benefit with the register-memory type is the lower access latency 
when working with a register inside the architecture compared to a memory [11]. 

A typical architecture of a register-memory vector processor is presented in Figure 
2. It includes some basic parts typical for a vector processor: 
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 Vector registers: Registers containing data in form of a vector. This is the 
data that is going to be processed. 

 Vector functional units: Represents the different operations/functions the 
vector processor can do on data.  

 Vector load/store unit: Handles transfers between main memory and 
vector registers. 

 A controller that handles the correct functionality of the VP [11]. 

 

Figure 2 - Typical vector processor architecture of the vector-register type [3]. 

2.4.1 Vector lanes 

What gives the vector processor its parallel features are its vector lanes. The 
vector lanes contain computing elements which do calculation in parallel to other 
lanes. In Figure 3 (a) is an example of a single lane and in Figure 3 (b) an example 
of multiple lanes. The figure shows the execution of an addition between the 
elements of a vector A and a vector B. The example show how the addition is 
queued in different setups. In the example with only one lane can we see that all 
the elements are queued, while in the four lane example the elements are 
distributed between the lanes [3].  
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Figure 3 - Illustrating a normal sequential addition and a parallel addition between 
the elements of a vector A and B [3]. 

2.4.2 Vector stride 

Vector stride address the problem when adjacent elements in a vector are not 
stored with sequential positions in a memory. The Stride is the distance between 
the elements in the memory. Figure 4 shows the storage of three different 4-
element vectors. They all are stored in 4x4 memories, (a) shows the memory 
address of the different positions in the memories. In (b) Vector A is stored with 
its adjacent elements sequentially while in (c) vector B is stored as a column 
vector. The stride in this case would be 4 while the “jump” between the elements 
is an address difference of 4. In (d) a vector C is stored as a diagonal vector, with a 
stride of 5. 
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1 2 3 4  A[0] A[1] A[2] A[3] 

5 6 7 8      

9 10 11 12      

13 14 15 16      

(a)  (b) 

B[0]     C[0]    

B[1]      C[1]   

B[2]       C[2]  

B[4]        C[3] 

(c)  (d) 

Figure 4 – Two 4x4 memories with vectors stored in different ways. 

This is useful if a vector operation has to be done between a row vector and a 
column vector. Vector operations modified for stride are common variant of 
“normal” vector operations in vector processor instruction sets.  

2.5 Energy consumption in electronic devices 

The difference in energy consumption between different devices can vary a lot. In 
embedded system in general and mobile embedded system in particular low 
energy consumption is fundamental. This is obviously because many of them are 
battery powered. But lower energy consumption also means that less heat is 
generated, which also is important for many embedded system, especially mobile 
devices. The downside is that lower energy consumption generally means lower 
computation capacity. While focus for manufacturers of desktop computers and 
other stationary devices has been high performance the energy consumptions has 
risen for every generation. On the other hand, the classic mobile devices have had 
very low energy consumption, but also lesser performance. With the rise of 
laptops and smartphones these two worlds have to meet, high performance and 
low energy consumption at the same time. That is a difficult situation. One 
possible solution might be SIMD architectures. 

In general energy consumption is divided into two different types, static and 
dynamic energy consumption. 
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2.5.1 Dynamic power 

The dynamic energy consumption comes from when unwanted capacitances 
(parasitic capacitances) in electronic components charges and discharges. When 
Integrated circuit (IC) changes its state voltages these capacitances change and 
energy is emitted in the form of heat. This heat is unwanted and often has to be 
removed with the help of heat sinks and fans. The capacitances can be both 
intentional and unintentional. Intentional capacitances could be capacitances 
between gate-channel in a transistor. Unintentional is for example capacitances 
that occur between conductors. As long as switching is done (when the 
components are clocked) there will be an dynamic power consumption 

2.5.2 Static power 

Static energy consumption comes from leakage current from transistors. Big 
efforts has been put into lowering the size of transistors, this has resulted in 
lowered dynamic power consumption. This means that the static power 
consumption has become a greater portion of the total energy consumption in 
modern computer systems. In many of today’s high performance computers the 
power has increased dramatically and sometimes dominates the total power 
consumption [12]. 

2.5.3 Solutions for low energy consumption 

So basically, the more energy a circuit use, the more heat it emits. Therefore low 
power consumption can be the solution to solve a demand of keeping a low 
temperature.  

A solution for getting lower dynamic energy consumption is by partially “turning 
off” the clock for part of the chips. This is called clock-gating and basically means 
that parts that don’t have to be used at a certain time will not have any clock signal 
and therefore no switching will be done in these parts. Other solutions is lower 
operating voltage, lower clock frequency, less switching through clever coding etc. 

A solution for getting lower static energy consumption is by partially “turning off” 
the supply power for parts of the chip. This is power-gating and means that the 
parts in chip power supplied “after” the power-gate will have no voltage applied 
and therefore no current can be leaked. 
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3 Vector Coprocessor Architecture 

The processor developed at NJIT is a Vector co-Processor, called VP from now 
on, can process instructions coming from multiple cores/threads. The main idea 
of the VP, that makes it different from other coprocessors, is that it can receive 
instructions from multiple hosts. The co-processor schedules instructions from 
different hosts according to different scheduling methods. These scheduling 
schemes will result in different kinds of sharing of the co-processor for the hosts. 
The architecture has been designed so that it should be possible to extend the 
architecture for more hosts and greater lane-width of the VP. 

This chapter will give a detailed description of the VP’s architecture and its 
functionality. It will also explain the architecture of the Test system designed for 
prototyping the VP together with a couple of hosts.  

3.1 Test system 

To verify the functionality of the VP a test system has been designed in VHDL 
and prototyped on a FPGA. The system is running with a clock speed of 125 
MHz (The hardware used for prototyping will be explained in detail in section 
3.2). The VP can receive instructions from several hosts but in the Test system we 
have chosen to have two hosts. The hosts can send instructions via one 
instructions bus each. The different parts of the system are illustrated in 

Figure 5. 

The system has a shared memory, called Vector Memory (VM), which can be used 
to store data that is going to be executed or resulting data after an execution. In 
addition to the separated instruction buses there is a common data bus. The data 
bus gives the possibility to transfer data between the VM and an off-chip memory 
using DMA transfers. The architecture also enables overlapping DMA transfers 
with VP processing [1] [13] [14] [15] [16]. 

CPU 1

(host)

Data bus

CPU 0

(host)

DMA

DDR 

Controll

er

Vector 

Instruction bus

Vector 

Instruction bus

Shared 

memory

Vector processor

 

Figure 5 – The architecture of the Test system. 
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3.2 Vector Coprocessor 

The general structure of the VP is described in Figure 6. The VP has three major 
parts: A Functional Unit, a Memory Crossbar and a Vector Memory. The 
Functional Unit is the part that decodes and executes instructions from the hosts. 
The Vector Memory is an on-chip memory that is tightly connected to the 
Functional Unit via the Memory Crossbar. The VM can be accessed directly by 
the Functional Unit, via the Crossbar, or by external processors via a data bus [13]. 

Memory Crossbar

Vector Memory

CPU 1

(host)

Data bus

Functional Unit

CPU 0

(host)

DMA

DDR 

Controll

er

Vector 

Instruction bus
Vector 

Instruction bus

...

...

Shared 

memory

Vector processor

 

Figure 6 - Overview of the whole system showing a setup with two CPUs 
connected to the highlighted VP. 

The vector processor is a typical coprocessor in the sense that it can receive 
instructions from a CPU and process them on its own. What is unique compared 
to others designs is that it can receive instructions from a number of CPUs/hosts 
in parallel. To make this possible there has to be some kind of arbiter that controls 
the flow of instructions from the different hosts. This is taken care of one Vector 
controller per host together with a Scheduler. These components are shown in 
Figure 7 where the VP is illustrated in detail [1]. 

The Vector controller is a pipeline with a latency of two clock cycles. One clock 
cycle is used for decoding the instruction and doing hazard detection. The second 
cycle is for register renaming and scheduling. When these two steps are done then 
the vector controller will broadcast the instructions to the corresponding lanes [1]. 
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The Scheduler controls the flow of instructions sent to the Vector lanes, 
according to different scheduling schemes. The scheduler schedules according to 
one of the three different schemes, they are further described in section 3.2.2. To 
set up which scheme and vector length that should be used can each of the CPUs 
send a request (VPREQ). When the CPUs are finished executing a thread using 
the VP will it send a release request (VPREL). The Scheduler will answer these 
requests with a positive or negative acknowledgement to tell the CPU if the 
request was approved or not [1]. 

The Functional Unit from Figure 6 is composed from multiple Vector lanes. The 
Vector lanes are the ones that do the calculations and manipulate the data. The 
number of lanes is not fixed and the architecture is designed for an expandable 
amount of vector lanes. We have in the Test system chosen to have eight different 
lanes. A vector lane is described in detail in section 3.2.1 [1]. 

To connect the vector lanes with the vector memory there is a memory crossbar. 
The crossbar works like a switch, it connects a lane to that part of the vector 
memory the lane wants to access. For each bank in the vector memory there is an 
arbitrator to prevent collisions between memory accesses. The arbitrator uses a 
“round robin”-scheme to distribute the memory accesses between the lanes that 
want to access the same bank at the same time. The crossbar is an all-to-all 
network which can in a symmetric system connect all the lanes to one memory 
bank each for parallel transfer [1]. 
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Figure 7 – Detailed architecture of the VP. 

3.2.1 Vector lanes 

Vector lanes were introduced earlier in chapter 2, but some of it will be repeated 
here. The characteristic of a vector processor is its vector lanes. A vector lane is a 
processing element that executes different types of operations. Using many lanes 
in parallel gives the Vector Processor its parallel characteristic. A vector lane 
within the VP architecture is illustrated in Figure 8. Each lane consists of: 
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 two Instruction First In, First Out (FIFO) queues, one for storing the 
instructions related with data processing and one for storing the 
instructions related with Load/Store operations. 

 a Vector Register File (VRF) which consists in a subset of the VP VRF. 
Additionally, the operations executed on elements from VRF can 
conditioned by a bit called flag or mask. These bits form a Flag Vector 
Register File (FVRF)). 

 a FPU (Floating-Point Unit) which executes different Single Precision 
Floating Point (SPFP) operations: add/subtract, multiply, absolute, negate, 
move. Also, the execution part implements flag operations (Read/Write) 
and may implement compare operations (parameterized design). 
Additionally, the functionality of the FPU could be extended with other 
operations (fused multiply and add, division, square-root) by just plugging 
in other execution units that have standard interfaces according to VP 
Lane specifications [14]. 

A Load/Store unit that handles the transfers between VRF and VM. It supports 
unit-stride, non-unit stride and indexed memory accesses. Additionally, the LDST 
and the crossbar are designed to support inter-lane communication based on 
patterns located in Vector Registers. This instruction is called Vector Shuffle 
(VSHFL).The different instructions possible in this FPU and LDST are presented 
in Table 1. The Data register contains all the data that will be processed and that 
have been processed. The Flag register contains flags that are being used to mask 
operations done by the FPU. 

Operation of the FPU Operation of the LD/ST 

 Subtraction  Move 

 Addition  Load 

 Division  Store 

 Multiplication  Load (Stride) 

 Absolute  Store (Stride) 

 Negate  Load (According to an index-vector) 

  Store (According to an index-vector) 

  Load (Single element) 

  Store (Single element) 

  Shuffle  

Table 1 – Different operations available at the FPU- and the LD/ST-unit 
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Figure 8 – A vector lane in VP. 

3.2.2 Scheduling 

As mentioned previously, there are different types of scheduling schemes for the 
scheduler. The scheduler is also responsible for proper configuration of each lane. 
Until now three different schemes have been designed. These are called Vector 
lane sharing (VLS), coarse-grain temporal sharing (CTS) and Fine-grain temporal 
sharing (FTS) [1]. 

The VLS means that the host processors will split the lanes equally between each 
other. So if there are two hosts they will get half of the lanes each. This will 
basically work like they had one vector processor each but with half the lane width 
compared to the original size. 

Timeslot Host A Host B 

1 Using half the VP No access 

2 Using half the VP Using half the VP 

3 No access Using half the VP 

4 No access No access 

Table 2 – Example of usage of the VP according to VLS. 

CTS mean that a host can claim the VP and use it exclusively. When done using 
the VP the host will release the VP resources. 
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Timeslot Host A Host B 

1 Using the VP No access 

2 No access Using the VP 

3 No access Using the VP 

4 No access No access 

Table 3 – Example of usage of the VP according to CTS. 

FTS is more advanced than the previous two. It will accept instructions from both 
processors and then mix the instructions. There is no extra overhead for the host 
and the communication between the host and the VP will be no different. The 
different hosts can work with different vector lengths and can have different 
priorities. 

Timeslot Host A Host B 

1 Using the VP No access 

2 Using the VP (mixing instructions) Using the VP (mixing instructions) 

3 No access Using the VP 

4 No access No access 

Table 4 – Example of usage of the VP according to FTS. 

There are advantages and disadvantages of the schemes. The VLS will give better 
determination, because it is always possible for the hosts to access their part of the 
VP. The CTS will give higher performance for a single host because of exclusive 
usage of the whole VP. A disadvantage is that this will block the VP while it is 
being in use, and making it impossible for another host to access the VP. The 
advantage of the FTS is that the overall utilization of the VP can get very high. 
This is thanks to the possibility for the hosts to send instructions to the VP at the 
same time. The disadvantage is that it will not always give the same high speed as 
CTS from perspective of one host. 
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3.2.3 Instructions 

This section is describing different instructions of the VP-instruction set. They are 
divided into FPU-instructions, LD/ST-instructions and Flag-instructions. The 
FPU-instructions are the instructions doing mathematical operations such as 
addition and subtraction while the LD/ST-instructions are controlling different 
kinds of memory operations. Some of the instructions can be used together with a 
so called flag register, which tells if the corresponding elements of the vector 
should be processed or not by the instructions. A flag can have the values “one” 
or “zero”. This means that an element with the value “one” in the flag register 
says that the element with the same index as the flag in the vector should be 
processed; a “zero” says the operation should not be executed and the results 
should not be committed. The Flag-instructions are instructions modifying these 
flag registers. The instructions are presented in three different tables below, each 
one corresponding to one of the instruction types. 

In Table 5 are the FPU-instructions presented. We will scrutinize the VADD-
instruction to give a greater understanding of the instructions. VADD is the 
mnemonic of an instruction adding two vectors. In the c-code it is implemented 
as a macro with some arguments as input. As for this example the macro would 
look something like this: VADD (VDest, VSrc1, VSrc2, VFlag). The VADD is an 
addition between two vectors. “VDest” tells in which vector register the result of 
the addition should be stored. “VSrc1” and “VSrc2” tells in which vector register 
the two vectors to be added are stored in. “VFlag” tells where the flag used 
together with the function is stored. A typical VADD could look like following: 
VADD(0,3,2,1). We can from this derive the following: 

 The result will be stored in vector register #0.  

 The addition will be done between elements of vector register #3 and 
elements from vector register #2. 

 The flag used together with the addition is located in vector flag register #1 
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Assembly mnemonic/syntax Description 
Flag 
mask 

VADD VDest, VSrc1, VSrc2, VFlag Adding two vectors. 
VDest=VSrc1+VSrc2. 

Yes 

VADD_S VDest, VSrc, VFlag, Type, Scalr Adding each element in a vector 
(VSrc) with a scalar (Scalr) and stores 
the result in VDest. 

Yes 

VSUB VDest, VSrc1, VSrc2, VFlag Subtracting two vectors.  

VDest=VSrc1-VSrc2. 

Yes 

VSUB_S VDest, VSrc, VFlag, Type, Scalr Subtracting each element in a vector 
(VSrc) with a scalar (Scalr)  

Yes 

VMUL VDest, VSrc1, VSrc2, VFlag Multiplying corresponding elements in 
VSrc1 and VSrc2 and stores it in 
VDest. 

Yes 

VMUL_S VDest, VSrc, VFlag, Type, Scalr Multiplying each element in a vector 
(VSrc) with a scalar (Scalr) and stores 
the result in VDest. 

Yes 

VNEG VDest, VSrc, VFlag Negate the elements in VSrc and store 
it in VDest. 

Yes 

VABS VDest, VSrc, VFlag Calculate the absolute value of each 
element in VSrc and store it in VDest. 

Yes 

Table 5 – FPU-instructions of the VP. 

Table 6 present all the instructions of the LD/ST category. Like for the FPU an 
example is given for a LD/ST-instruction. In this case the VST-instruction is 
chosen. VST is storing a vector from a vector register to a memory address in the 
vector memory. An illustration by a macro would look as follows: VST(VSrc, 
VFlag, DestAddr). The “VSrc” tells in what vector register the vector that should 
be stored is located in. “VFlag” tells the flag register that is to be used. 
“DestAddr” is the address in the memory where the vector should be stored. A 
VST could be used as in the following example: VST(1, 3, 0x0001AB00). The 
following can be obtained from this example: 

 The vector that should be stored is located in vector register #1. 

 The flag register #3 is used. 

 The vector will be stored at the memory address: 0x0001AB00. 
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Assembly mnemonic/syntax Description 
Flag 
mask 

VMOV VDest, VSrc, VFlag Moves a vector from vector register 
VSrc to vector register VDest. 

Yes 

VLD VDest, VFlag, SrcAddr Loads a vector from an address in the 
memory space (SrcAddr) to a vector 
register (VDest). 

Yes 

VST VSrc, VFlag, DestAddr Stores a vector at an address in the 
memory space (DestAddr) from a 
vector register (VSrc). 

Yes 

VLDS VDest, VFlag, Stride, SrcAddr Loads a vector from an address in the 
memory space (SrcAddr) to a vector 
register (VDest) using strided access. 

Yes 

VSTS VSrc, VFlag, Stride, DestAddr Stores a vector at an address in the 
memory space (DestAddr) from a 
vector register (VSrc) using strided 
access. 

Yes 

VLDX VDest, VIndx, VFlag, SrcAddr Loads a vector from an address 
(SrcAddr) in memory space to a vector 
register. Compared to the VLD this 
one uses an additional register as an 
index. The corresponding element in 
VIndx is used as an offset relative to 
base address (SrcAddr). Base + offset 
gives the final address of the element 
in VM which is loaded in the the 
appropriate destination element. 

Yes 

VSTX VSrc, VIndx, VFlag, DestAddr Stores a vector to an address 
(DestAddr) in memory space to a 
vector register. Compared to the VST 
this one uses an additional register as 
an index. The corresponding element 
in VIndx is used as an offset relative to 
base address (DestAddr). Base + 
offset gives the final address to the 
position in the memory where to store 
the element with the same index in 
source vector (VSrc). 

Yes 

VELLD VDest, Indx, SrcAddr Loads one element in at index (Indx) 
in VDest from element at SrcAddr. 

No 

VELST VSrc, Indx, DestAddr Stores one element (Indx) in VDest to 
element at DestAddr. 

No 

Table 6 – LD/ST-instructions of the VP. 
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The Flag-instructions are presented in Table 7. Similar to the other instruction 
types there will be an example. VFLD is an instruction that loads a flag from a 
memory. The instruction looks like follows: VFLD(VFlagDest, SrcAddr). An 
example could be: VFLD(0, 0x0120_0000). From this we can derive: 

 The flag vector will be stored in flag register #0. 

 The flag vector will be loaded from memory position 0x0120_0000. 
 

Assembly mnemonic/syntax Description 
Flag 
mask 

VFLD VFlagDest, Flag Loads flag provided as input to the 
instruction into a vector flag register 
(VFlagDest). 

No 

VFMOV VFlagDest, VFlagSrc Move a vector from one vector register 
(VFlagSrc) to another (VFlagDest). 

No 

VFNEG VFlagDest, VFlagSrc Negates the flag register VFlagSrc and 
stores the result in VFlagDest. 

No 

Table 7 – Flag-instructions of the VP. 
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4 Method and Development tools 

During this thesis work different kinds of development, simulations and analysis 
have been done. This chapter will explain different methods, tools and methods 
that have been used. 

4.1 Hardware/Software Development 

“Xilinx ISE Design Suite” has been used for all of the development. For the 
different part of the development different tools have been used. The “Xilinx 
ISE” is a suite of tools for synthesis and analysis of HDL-designs. The 
“Embedded edition” which was used during the thesis work also includes 
development tools for software. A list of the tools and a comparison of the Xilinx 
ISE Design suite can be found in Table 8 [17]. 

Features ISE 
WebPACK 

Logic 
Edition 

Embedded 
Edition 

DSP 
Edition 

System Generator for DSP 
   

 

Platform Studio and the 
Embedded Development Kit   

 

 

Software Development Kit 
  

 

 
MicroBlaze Soft Processor 

  
 

 
Design Preservation 

    

Project Navigator 
    

CORE Generator 
    

PlanAhead 
    

ChipScope Pro and the ChipScope 
Pro Serial I/O Toolkit  

   

Partial Reconfiguration* 
    

Power Optimization 
    

ISE Simulator (ISim) (Limited) 
   

XST Synthesis 
    

Timing Driven Place & Route, 
SmartGuide, and SmartXplorer 

    

Table 8 – Comparison between the different versions of Xilinx ISE-tool suite. [17] 

The improvements of the architecture were designed in VHDL-code. The tool 
used was the “ISE Project Navigator 12.3”. It has an editor that was used for 
VHDL-coding. Furthermore the code was synthesised and analysed in the same 
tool. 

The applications that were designed during the thesis work were written in ANSI-
C. The development environment used for creating the applications was a tool 
from the “Xilinx ISE Design Suite” which is called “Xilinx Platform Studio 12.3”. 
The editor of the program was used for writing the c-code. For compiling the 
GCC compiler for an embedded processor (MicroBlaze [18]) was used. 

 For simulation, analysis and debugging Xilinx ISE Design Suite was used. More 
details are available in section 4.3. With the help of Matlab, data for processing 
was generated. The data was represented in hexadecimal format that were used for 
inputting data into the simulation model. The data could then be loaded into the 
Block RAM and used by the applications processing data. 
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4.2 Prototyping Vector Processor Architecture 

The whole system was prototyped on a FPGA. The device used was a FPGA 
from Xilinx, “Virtex-5 VLX110T” [19]. The host CPUs consist of soft-core 
processors from Xilinx of the type “MicroBlaze” [18], a 32-bits embedded RISC 
processor. The VP-architecture has been written in VHDL. There is also an 
external memory that is shared between the hosts and the VP. The memory is of 
the type BRAM. For this project we have chosen to use two CPUs/hosts, eight 
vector lanes on the vector processor and eight banks of Block RAM memory. 

4.3 System Simulation and Analysis 

The whole system (including software) was simulated using ModelSim SE 6.5e. By 
using the RTL system model derived from the VHDL design it was possible to 
obtain execution times of the applications. The execution times were calculated 
for each application by running part of the application and then estimating the 
runtime for a full execution. All simulations were run in ModelSim instead of on 
hardware, so that full logs and data could be observed. 

For power estimation the XIilinx Xpower [20] tool was used. The input for the 
tool is the generated netlist. This software uses the “.vcd”-files generated after 
synthesis, translate, map and “place and route”. 

Using the ModelSim software also made it possible to analyse the applications. 
This was made possible by running the RTL simulation and using the results 
together with the Waveform viewer included in ModelSim. The Waveform viewer 
(example shown in Figure 9) gives the developer a tool for seeing all the 
transmissions and communication in the simulated system. It is then possible to 
see what instructions and data that were transferred during the simulation. By 
calculating the expected outcome from calculations with Matlab it was possible to 
verify the correct functionality of the design and applications. 
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Figure 9 - Example of a waveform illustration showing execution of a VHDL 
application. 

For the extension of the architecture (described in Chapter 1) done during the 
thesis work there also had to be simulations. These were also done in ModelSim. 
Together with a test bench written in VHDL the extension could be simulated 
and analysed.  
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5 Application Development and 

Performance Evaluation 

This chapter explains the development process of the applications that were 
designed during the thesis work and also the applications implementation in detail. 
Pseudo code for the applications is presented but also explanations in detail with 
illustrating examples for easier understanding. It also presents the results of the 
simulations and some of the theory behind the performance and performance 
enhancement achieved by using the vector processor as an accelerator. 

As preparation for the project literature study covering vector mathematics in 
general and vector processors in particular were to be carried out. 

5.1 Application development process 

During the project several applications have been implemented to run on the Test 
architecture for the purpose to verify functionality and to benchmark the 
performance of the Vector unit. For each application different scenarios have 
been generated. The different scenarios have been varied with these factors: 

 Various vector lengths: 32, 64 or 128. 

 Multiple threads in the Vector processor: Multiple processors sending 
instructions will result in separate threads in the Vector processor. In this 
case two processors using different memory space and therefore 
independent threads with no data dependency. 

 Loop unrolling: The unrolling of loops in the applications helps improve 
the performance of the application by decreasing loop overhead. 

 Scheduling schemes: Simply usage of different scheduling schemes (CTS, 
VLS, and FTS) in the Vector processor to compare their efficiency. 

The process of developing an application is described in Figure 10. Every 
application was written so that they should be as general as possible so that they 
easily could be ported to different kinds of processors. This was made possible by 
the transparency of the vector instructions to the programmer. This means that 
vector registers were transparent so that two processors could use e.g. vector 
register 1 but would still operate on different physical vector registers. This is 
handled by the register renaming feature of the Vector processor. Thanks to this 
the mapping of the applications to each of the CPUs basically resulted in defining 
the memory space for data storage. 
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Figure 10 – Flowchart describing an Application Development and Execution 
process. 

5.2 Matrix-Matrix Multiplication 

Matrix-matrix multiplication is simply a multiplication between two matrices. In 
particular the matrix-matrix multiplication is a dot-product between a row in the 
left matrix, and the column in the right matrix corresponding to the current 
element. These operations are described in (2) where C is the resulting matrix, A 
and B are the operands. The upper case letters identifies different matrices, the 
lower case letters correspond to values in the matrices and the subscripted letters 
correspond to row and column indices [21]. 
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Our application was implemented for multiplication of two n×n matrices. While 
there is no instruction for adding up all the elements in a vector implemented in 
the Vector processor the algorithm had to be designed with that in mind. 
Something that also had to be considered was the amount of space that was 
available in the vector memory (64KB for 8x8 lanes configuration). 

5.2.1 Mapping of application on architecture 

The different CPUs do computations on different sub-sets of the same matrix 
multiplication. This means that they will compute different parts of the resulting 
matrix but some matrix elements will be shared, due to dependencies in the 
algorithm. The instructions will still be mixed in the VP according to the 
scheduling scheme that is used. 

The CPU(s) sends a request of a chosen vector length that the VP will work with. 
After that request the CPU sets up a memory transfer that is done by a shared 
DMA-unit. When there are two CPUs only one of them will set up the initial 
transfer. The initial DMA-transfer transfers the parts of the Matrices that are 
needed to start the Matrix multiplication. After that they will wait until the transfer 
is done. When done the processor(s) will start the matrix multiplication. 

The implementation was chosen so that if a vector is bigger than thirty*vector 
length it is split into sections, as in Figure 11. This limit is due to size of vector 
memory. The sections of the resulting matrix are calculated sequentially. Every 
section is of the size of thirty rows of the length equal to the vector length that 
was requested by the CPU. The thirty rows are in computation at the same time. 
This will enable to achieve per thread high level of data parallelism by using loop-
unrolling and increased Vector Lengths. 
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Figure 11 – Illustrating how a large matrix-multiplication problem is split into 
sections. 

While there is no instruction in the vector processor to add up elements of a row, 
there had to be, in some sense, a special approach to get around this. This was 
done by accumulating the thirty results from each row by adding the result of a 
scalar-vector multiplication with each of the scalar on row with every row (of 
vector length) in the current column from the top of the section to the bottom of 
the matrix. In this way a scalar-matrix multiplication can be done in the vector 
processor compared to a scalar-scalar-multiplication which would have been done 
in with a scalar-processor. This means that 30 scalar-vector multiplications are 
done to the same vector per iterations. Each of these results is accumulated to the 
corresponding “accumulator”. In the next iteration the next vector is multiplied 
with the thirty scalars in the next column until all row vectors have been 
processed. The choice of thirty rows was because of the maximum of 32 registers 
when using the vector length 256. The two extra registers not used as 
accumulators were used for temporal storage during the matrix multiplication.  
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The result is to 30 scalar-vector multiplications per iteration and 30 vector-adds to 
accumulate the result 

                       [                       ] 
                                           

                       [                        ] 
                                           

  
                       [                        ] 
                                             

 
In the second iterations there will be another 30 scalar-vector multiplications 

                       [                        ] 
                                           

                       [                        ] 
                                           

  
                       [                        ] 
                                             

 
This will be repeated until all rows in the column have been used. This is 
illustrated in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 – Showing the calculation of the first sector in the matrix 
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To give more understanding, I present an example and comparison between 
sequential and parallel calculation. The values of the matrix multiplication that will 
be done, including values, is presented in (3). In the parallel example there is three 
accumulators compared to in the real application were thirty accumulators were 
used.  

 [
   
   
   

] [
   
   
   

]  [
   
   
   

] (3) 

 
In  
Figure 14 a timing diagram that explains the execution of the previous examples is 
shown. The x-axis shows the time and the y-axis what process/function is being 
executed. According to the chosen vector length of three in the example it can be 
seen that there are three numbers executed in parallel in the same time unit for the 
parallel example. This correlates with the total time for the execution as the 
parallel example is taking a third of the time for the sequential example. 
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Sequential 3-by-3 matrix multiplication Parallel 3-by-3 matrix multiplication 

No. Calculation Current values No. Calculations Current values 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

5*1 = 5 
2*7 = 14 
3*8 = 24 
5+14 = 19 
19+24 = 43 
 
5*3 = 15 
2*9 = 18 
3*6 = 18 
15+18 = 33 
33+18 = 51 
 
5*4 = 20 
2*5 = 10 
3*2 = 6 
20 + 10 = 30 
30 + 6 = 36 
 
4*1 = 4 
9*7 = 63 
1*8 = 8 
4+63 = 67 
67+8 = 75 
 
4*3 = 12 
9*9 = 81 
1*6 = 6 
12+81 = 93 
93+6 = 99 
 
4*4 = 16 
9*5 = 45 
1*2 = 2 
16+45 = 61 
61+2 = 63 
 
7*1 = 7 
6*7 = 42 
8*8 = 64 
7+42 = 49 
49+64 = 113 
 
7*3 = 21 
6*9 = 54 
8*6 = 48 
21+54 = 75 
75 + 48 = 123 
 
7*4 = 28 
6*5 = 30 
8*2 = 16 
28+30 = 58 
58+16 = 74 
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Figure 13 - Showing a comparison between a sequential matrix multiplication and 
a parallel matrix multiplication. It takes 45 scalar instructions to do this matrix 

multiplication, but only 18 vector instructions. The advantage of a VP is obvious 
and would be even more obvious with a larger vector size, e.g. eight, which is the 

number of vector lanes on the VP used in this thesis. 
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Figure 14 – Timeline describing the execution of the sequential and the parallel 
execution of the previously presented example, assuming one core using the VP 
with CTS. The numbers within the blocks says which element(s) is/are executed. 

5.2.2 Pseudo code of mapped application 

MAIN() 

1  Request access/vector length of vector processor. 

2  MATRIX_MULT(memAddr, vectorLength)  

 

MATRIX_MULT(memAdd, VectorLength) 

1  for each section 

2      for each column in section 

3     Fetch data via DMA 

4     Load vector to vector register 

5     for each scalar in column and section 

6         scalar * ptrToCurrVector 

7         Add result to according accumulator 

8  Store back result 

9     change ptrToCurrVector to next vector 

Figure 15 - Pseudo code of Matric multiplication 

An example from some of the C-code can be found in Appendix I. 
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5.2.3 Performance evaluation of the application 

Looking at the equation (2) we can derive that the time complexity of the 

sequential matrix multiplication algorithm is O(  ). Looking at Figure 15 we can 

instead derive that the time complexity for the parallel design will be O(
  

 
) when 

N>8 or O(  ) when N≤8 (Assuming that the vector length is 8).  

When looking at Figure 13 we can see that the calculations correlate with the 
theory. In the example the vector length is 3. The theory then says that if N≤3 we 

will get O(  ) for the parallel and O(  ) for the sequential part. 

Totally 27 different scenarios were created. Performance of some of the scenarios 
is presented in Table 9. In the table the utilizations of the FPU-unit and the 
Load/Store unit is shown. Further the execution time of processing one element 
in the Matrix multiplication. In the last column the speedup relative the 
application running on one CPU presented, in this case a soft core scalar 
processor from Xilinx called MicroBlaze. We can see that using the VP can give a 
huge performance boost. In the best case 62 times speedup compared to the 
reference design was achieved. 

Scheduling Scenario 
Average utilization 
(%) 

Execution 
Time (µs) 

Speedup 

FPU LDST 

N/A One MicroBlaze w/o VP N/A N/A 130.90 1 

N/A Two MicroBlaze w/o VP N/A N/A 65.45 2 

CTS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 20.37 20.70 10.09 12.97 

VL=32, unrolled once 33.94 34.50 6.03 21.71 

VL=128, unrolled once 68.30 69.51 3.01 43.49 

FTS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 40.59 41.29 5.055 25.89 

VL=32, unrolled once 67.09 68.20 3.048 42.95 

VL=128, unrolled once 97.32 98.91 2.102 62.27 

VLS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 33.83 34.34 6.086 21.51 

VL=32, unrolled once 53.51 54.45 3.791 34.53 

VL=128, unrolled once 81.88 83.40 2.494 52.48 

N/A GPP Xeon N/A N/A 20.56 6.36 

Table 9 – Performance comparison of Matrix multiplication application. 

Table 10 shows the power and energy consumption of the system when running 
Matrix multiplication. This is a comparison of some scenarios with differences of 
vector length and code optimization in the context of loop unrolling. All of these 
scenarios are running the system of two CPU together with the VP. The different 
scenarios are also running different scheduling schemes. We can here see that 
there is a substantial difference between the different scenarios. The most efficient 
is the one with the FTS-scheme and VL of 128. What can be seen in the table is 
also that the differences in dynamic power are not very big in between the 
scenarios compared to the differences in total power. This means that the 
differences in total energy budget are caused by static energy. The static power 
correlates with the execution time, this tells us that the scenarios that’s using a low 
total power also is fast and in that way saves static energy. 
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Scheduling Scenario 
Dynamic 
Power (mW) 

Energy (nJ) 
nJ/FLOP 

Dynamic Total 

CTS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 166.22 1677.16 5713.16 2.789 

VL=32, unrolled once 296.69 1787.85 4198.25 2.049 

VL=128, unrolled once 555.02 1671.16 2875.68 1.404 

FTS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 332.86 1682.61 3704.60 1.808 

VL=32, unrolled once 610.20 1859.89 3079.08 1.503 

VL=128, unrolled once 793.65 1668.25 2509.05 1.225 

VLS 

VL=32, no loop unrolled 311.86 1897.98 4332.38 2.115 

VL=32, unrolled once 513.59 1947.02 3463.42 1.691 

VL=128, unrolled once 668.76 1667.89 2665.49 1.301 

Table 10 – Power consumption comparison Matrix multiplication application. 

5.3 LU-Decomposition 

LU-decomposition (also called LU factorization) is a process to factorize a N*N-
matrix into two matrices, one lower triangular matrix and one upper triangular 
matrix, as illustrated in (4). In the lower triangular matrix, all the elements above 
the diagonal are 0´s. Similarly all the elements below the diagonal in the upper 
triangle are 0´s 

 [
         

         

         

]  [
   

     
       

] [

         

       

     

]  (4) 

5.3.1 Mapping of application on architecture 

First version 

The factorization was carried using Gauss Elimination method. The lower matrix 
will be the result of a forward substitution. The divisions were all done in the CPU 
in the first version. Result of a forward substation will be used to create the upper 
matrix with back substitution. These operations are done with the help of the 
vector processor. The LU-decomposition application is designed using a recursive 
algorithm. It will adjust the vector size processed by the VP according to the 
decreasing size of the upper matrix and is illustrated in Figure 16. This means that 
the vector size requested will decrease according to the decreasing row length of 
the upper matrix. For example when using vector length 64 and the row length 
have decreased to 32 vector length 32 is requested. 
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Figure 16 - Graphical illustration of the recursive algorithm of LU decomposition 

Second version 

In a second version division made by the microcontroller have been replaced by 
VP-division. This division is done on the whole active part of the column. This 
should be compared with when division was made by the microcontroller inside 
the iteration where every division was done sequentially. During the process of 
designing the applications there were modifications of the vector processor. These 
modifications added support vector lengths of any integer between 1 and 
requested vector length. In the second version was the functionality “Any-VL” of 
the VP also used. This means that Any VL length shorter than the originally VL 
length could be requested for the arithmetic operations. This saves one cycle for 
every row eight shorter than the previous request. Eight in our case because the 
number of vector lanes is eight. So instead of making a request of vector length 32 
after previously having 64 we can instead make an “Any-VL” request every eight 
step: 56, 48, 40 and so on. This made it possible to make the LU-decomposition 
even more efficient. 
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To show the difference between calculating the LU decomposition sequential and 
parallel two small examples are presented. The matrix used in the example is 
presented in Equation (5). The examples are presented in Table 11 and Table 12. 
The examples are using the same 3-by-3 matrix, but the parallel example will do 
the computation in six cycles compared to the sequential example with eleven 
cycles. This scenarios assumes that the VL used is 3 and that the VP used have at 
least 3 lanes. Obviously the gain will be even greater when using bigger matrices 
and VL, assuming the VP has a greater number of lanes. 

 [
   
   
   

]  [

     
       
         

] [

         

       

     

] (5) 

 

Sequential 3-by-3 LU Decomposition 

No. Calculation Result(L/U) 

1 
2 
3 
4 

6/4=1,5 
6 – 1,5*4=0 
3 – 1,5*3=-1,5 
8 – 1,5*5=0,5 

[
   
     
   

] [
   
        
   

] 

5 
6 
7 
8 

8/4=2 
8-2*4=0 
7-2*3=1 
2-2*5=-8 

[
   
     
   

] [
   
        
    

] 

9 
10 
11 

1/-1,5 = 0,666 
1-0,666*-1,5=0 
-8*-0,666*0,5=-7,666 

[
   
     
        

] [
   
        
        

] 

Table 11 – Example showing a sequential computation of LU decomposition. 

Parallel 3-by-3 LU Decomposition 

No. Calculation Result(L/U) 

1 
2 

6/4=1,5 

[   ]   1,5*[   ] [
   
     
   

] [
   
        
   

] 

3 
4 

8/4=2 

[   ]   2*[   ] [
   
     
   

] [
   
        
    

] 

5 
6 

1/-1,5 = 0,666 

[   ]   0,666*[       ] [
   
     
        

] [
   
        
        

] 

Table 12 – Example showing a parallel computation of LU decomposition. 
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5.3.2 Pseudo code of mapped application 

MAIN() 

1  transfer matrix from BRAM to VM at memAddr 

2  LU_DECOMP(memAddr, vectorLength); 

 

LU_DECOMP(memAdd, VectorLength) 

1  for each colon in the matrix 

2      if number of colons computed = vectorLength/2 

3    calculate the newMenAddr 

4          LU_DECOMP(newMemAddr, vectorLength/2) 

5      else 

6          for rownumber = current colon to last row  

7             div_res ← (current element)/(first element in colon) 

8             mul_res ← res*top_row 

9             current row – mul_res 

10            store div_res for current element as part of L-matrix 

11       store mul_res as part of the current row in the U-matrix 

Figure 17 – Pseudo-code describing the implementation of the first version. Bold 
text indicates operations executed by the vector processor. 

MAIN() 

1  transfer matrix from BRAM to VM at memAddr 

2  LU_DECOMP(memAddr, vectorLength); 

 

LU_DECOMP(memAdd, vectorLength) 

1  for each colon in the matrix 

2   if number of colons vectorLength-8 

3    calculate the newMemAddr 

4          LU_DECOMP(newMemAddr, vectorLength-8); 

5       else 

6          load the vector of elements/scalars that should be divided 

7          divide the vector/ arrays of scalars with top scalar 

8          strided LD/ST back results 

9          wait until store is done  

10         for rownumber = current colon to last row 

11      load the current row 

12           multiply row with corresponding scalar 

13           substract the row with result from prev multiply 

14      store back result 

15    end for 

16 end if 

17  end for 

Figure 18 - Pseudo-code describing the implementation of the second version. Bold 
text indicates operations executed by the vector processor. 
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5.3.3 Performance evaluation of the application 

The theoretical time complexity for LU decomposition is      . Using parallel 

computing it has been reported that the time complexity can be reduced to       
[22]. 

Twelve different scenarios were generated from the LU decomposition. The 
performance of them is presented in Table 13. Likewise the performance table of 
the Matrix multiplications the utilization of FPU-unit and the Load/Store-unit is 
presented. Further the execution time per row and the estimated execution time of 
the entire matrix (128x128) are presented. In the last column shows the speedup 
relative the reference design (soft core scalar processor MicroBlaze). The 
execution time of the operations on a Xeon-processor has been added to give 
extra understanding of the size of the speed-up. 

In the results in Table 13 we can see that the FTS gives the fastest execution. It is 
more than four hundred times faster than the execution of the math operation in 
one MicroBlaze. The reason why the speedup is quite big is due to several reasons. 
One reason is that the scalar core is not able to use the cash memory efficiently 
and therefore the cash misses cause access latency resulting high execution time. 
In opposition to that the VP implementation uses DMA transfers instead of 
caching to transfer data in and out. 

Scheduling Scenario 

Average utilization 
(%) 

Execution 
Time (µs) 
per row of 
size VL 

Execution 
Time (µs) 
for entire 
LU Dec. 

Speedup 

FPU LDST 

N/A 
One MB 
w/o VP 

N/A N/A N/A 1,034,340 1 

N/A 
Two MB 
w/o VP 

N/A N/A N/A 517,170 2 

 
CTS 

VL=16 4.73 5.34 0.632 

5,137 201.35 
VL=32 9.88 10.36 0.632 

VL=64 20.11 20.42 0.632 

VL=128 40.44 40.54 0.632 

 
FTS 

VL=16 8.32 8.54 0.312 

2,568 402.78 
VL=32 18.74 21.08 0.316 

VL=64 39.93 41.36 0.316 

VL=128 81.05 82.30 0.316 

 
VLS 

VL=16 8.70 11.11 0.320 

3,522 293.68 
VL=32 19.05 21.03 0.316 

VL=64 39.62 41.05 0.316 

VL=128 53.86 54.95 0.472 

N/A GPP Xeon N/A N/A N/A 89,060 11.62 

Table 13 – Performance comparison of LU decomposition application. 

Table 14 presents the power consumption of some of the scenarios simulated. 
The size of the matrices used in the scenario is limited by the VL. We should 
therefore focus on the “nJ/FLOP”, this gives us a fair comparison. We can again 
see that the FTS-scenario with the longest VL gives the best performance. 
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Scheduling Scenario 
Dynamic Power (mW) 

Energy (nJ) per row 
processed  

nJ/FLOP 
VP 

VP, Crossbar 
and Memory 

Dynamic Total 

 
CTS 

VL=16 250.37 317.69 29.09 281.89 8.809 

VL=32 130.33 164.71 54.01 306.81 4.794 

VL=64 68.54 85.46 104.09 356.89 2.788 

VL=128 37.10 46.03 200.78 453.58 1.771 

 
FTS 

VL=16 371.26 471.15 27.21 152.01 4.750 

VL=32 198.56 252.94 42.01 168.41 2.631 

VL=64 105.12 132.95 79.92 206.32 1.611 

VL=128 68.59 87.24 148.88 275.28 1.075 

 
VLS 

VL=16 311.84 422.28 28.74 156.74 4.898 

VL=32 214.53 290.38 49.79 176.19 8.809 

VL=64 114.05 157.59 91.76 218.16 4.794 

VL=128 64.24 89.82 199.31 388.11 2.788 

Table 14 – Power consumption comparison of LU decomposition application. 

5.4 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication 

Matrix-vector multiplication is described by equation (6). This application is 
calculating a variant of matrix-vector multiplication, called sparse matrix-dense 
vector multiplication. The difference when it comes to sparse matrices is the 
implementation of the algorithm and perhaps more importantly the storing of the 
matrix in the memory. A common method for storing a sparse matrix is called 
Compressed Sparse Row (CRS). Some applications that can be used for sparse 
matrices are power grid-simulations, SPICE-simulations and image reconstruction 
[23]. 

 [

         

         

         

]  [
  

  

  

]  [

                          
                          

                          
] (6) 

An example of a matrix presented in the normal mathematical notation and the 
same matrix presented according to CSR can be found in Figure 19. The CSR 
representation is divided into three non-sparse arrays: val, col and ptr. The val-
array includes all the non-zero values in the matrix. The col-vector says in what 
column the value with the same index is in. The ptr-vector says what index of a 
value that is the first non-zero element on each row. The number of non-zero 
values on each row can then be calculated with the formula: (# non-zeros on row 
n) = ptr[n+1] – ptr[n]. 

[

      
    
    
    

] 

val 10 -2 3 9 7 8 4 

col 0 3 0 2 1 2 3 

ptr 0 2 4 5 7   
 

Figure 19 – Showing a matrix illustrated in a typical mathematical notation to the 
left and according to CSR on the right. 
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5.4.1 Mapping of application on architecture 

One of the differences between the normal matrix multiplication and the sparse 
matrix multiplication is the storage of the data. In a sparse matrix there is a big per 
cent of elements with the value 0. It is not efficient to use memory to store zeros. 
There are many different commonly used methods to get rid of this overhead. We 
have chosen one called CSR (Compressed Sparse Row). When using CSR the data 
is stored in three different fields: value, column index and row pointer. All the 
non-zero elements are stored row-wise. The corresponding column index is stored 
in the “column-index”-field, which is equally long to the value field. As an 
example the fifth value in the “column-index” tells the index of the fifth element 
in the “value”-field. The third field, “row pointer” says what element is the first in 
each row. If the third element in the “row pointer” have the value ten, then the 
tenth “value”-element is the first non-zero element on row three. This application 
was initially split in two stages: a multiplication stage and an add stage. Firstly, the 
multiplication-function and the add-functions have been divided into two 
different functions. These are described in pseudo-code in the following section. 
The add-function assumes that all the rows have been sorted from shortest to 
longest row. Versions with optimized code by unrolling for-loops were also 
implemented but are not described in pseudo-code in this report. In addition to 
these to functions a third functions was created. This function is mixing add and 
multiplication-instructions from two different sparse matrix-vector multiplications 
to remove data hazards. 

5.4.2 Pseudo code of mapped application 

MAIN() 

1  transfer data from BRAM to VM at memAddr 

2  SparseMatrixVectorMult_multPart(memAddr, vectorLength); 

3  SparseMatrixVectorMult_addPart(memAddr, vectorLength); 

 

SparseMatrixVectorMult_multPart(memAdd, vectorLength) 

1  numberOfElements ← vm_ptrAddr[noOfRows] - vm_ptrAddr[0]; 

2  for all the elements in the the matrix, step = vectorLength  

3      vector_reg0 ← Load the data 

4      vector_reg1 ← Load column address corresponding to the data 

5      vector_reg3 ← Load vector data corresponding to vector_reg1 

6      Multiplication between the matrix and vector data 

7      store back values to vector memory     

8  end for 

 

SparseMatrixVectorMult_addPart(memAdd, vectorLength) 

1  while no rows left 

2      vector_reg0 ← row_pointers from vector memory 

3      for 0 to the length of the longest row. 

4          if rows are completed then 

5        vector_flagreg0 ← shift_left(mask, no_done_rows) 

6    vector_reg1 ← load current data in active rows 

7     vector_reg2 ← vector_reg2 + vector_reg1 /* accumulate data */ 
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8    end if 

9 Store back the results 

10 end for 

11 end while 

Figure 20 – Code for Multiplication-part of the sparse-matrix-vector-
multiplications. Bold code text corresponding to vector-instructions. 

MAIN() 

1  transfer matrix from BRAM to VM at memAddr 

2  SparseMatrixVectorMult_mixed(memAddr, vectorLength); 

 

SparseMatrixVectorMult_mixed(memAdd, vectorLength) 

1  numberOfElements ← vm_ptrAddr[noOfRows] - vm_ptrAddr[0]; 

2  while no rows left  

3      prefetch data that is going to be executed 

4      for 0 to maximum row length 

5          if shortest row is done 

6        while there rows of that length 

7     currentRow++ 

8        end while 

9        set vector flag according to current setup 

10    end if 

12    Do half of the multiplication (See previous implementation) 

13    Load data for addition (See previous implementation) 

14    Accumulate data (See previous implementation) 

15    Do the other half of the mult. (See previous implementation) 

16     end for 

17 end while 

Figure 21 – Code of the mixed version, simplified presentation because it is a mix 
of the previous two implementations. 

5.4.3 Performance evaluation of the application 

To theoretically estimate the time complexity of a sparse matrix multiplication is a 
very complex matter. The sparse matrices differ in complexity according to the 
number of non-zero-elements. We will look at the real results. 

A problem in the sparse matrix multiplication is the memory access. When using 
the indexed memory all the lanes can in the worst case try to access the same 
memory bank. This will result in delays and lower performance. 

In Table 15 can we see that the speedup compared to using a single MicroBlaze 
over 34 times. 
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Scheduling Scenarios 
Average utilization (%) Execution 

Time (µs) 
Speedup 

FPU LDST 

N/A One MB w/o VP N/A N/A 59,018 1 

N/A Two MB w/o VP N/A N/A 29,509 2 

CTS VL=32, Mixed 20.90 9.52 2,877 20.51 

FTS VL=32, Mixed 39.39 19.92 1,711 34.49 

VLS VL=32, Mixed 33.11 16.79 2,020 29.22 

N/A GPP Xeon N/A N/A 8,401 7.025 

Table 15 – Performance table of the simulated sparse matrix-vector multiplication 
scenarios. 

Scheduling Scenarios 
Dynamic Power 
(mW) 

Energy (nJ) per row 
processed nJ/FLOP 

Dynamic Total 

CTS VL=32 134.55 387,100 1,537,900 9.167 

FTS VL=32 229.82 393,222 1,077,622 6.423 

VLS VL=32 210.63 425,472 1,233,472 7.352 

Table 16 – Presenting the energy consumption of the different scenarios.  
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6 Extension of the Architecture 

6.1 Motivation for Extension 

One of the tasks of the thesis work was to help improve the VP architecture, by 
adding a new feature. A desirable feature of the scheduler is to give different 
priorities to the CPU-hosts. This could be useful if the hosts have tasks that are 
differently important, perhaps the operations of one host is safety critical while 
another one is just collecting data for statistics. In that case the VP could prioritise 
instructions differently depending on what host is sending the instruction.  

To make this possible the scheduler has to know the utilization of the VP due to 
each of the hosts. That can be done by measuring the throughput of instructions 
from the different hosts. Therefore, a profiler block measuring the throughput 
from each processor was designed. Each vector controller will have one of these 
blocks. The scheduler can then identify the utilization due to each of the hosts. 

The throughput is measured over a time window which can be varied. The 
sampling time and the update frequency can also be varied according to the 
demands of the scheduling algorithm being used. The component will also 
identify which instruction that is being used. This is so that a correct estimation of 
the time consumption can be done. 

6.2 Throughput Measuring Block Architecture and 

Design 

The block will monitor all instructions that will be executed by the vector 
processor. In that way it will be possible to estimate the utilization of the vector 
processor. The block can be used so that it will know which processor is utilizing 
the VP. 

The block will decode each incoming instructions. When doing this it will 
recognize the instruction type and the number of clock cycles that will be required 
for execution, previously defined. The number of clock will then be added to a 
counter according to instruction type (alu or ld/st). When a (configurable) period 
time has been past the block will output the utilization of the ALU- and the 
Load/Store-unit, scaled according to the output size (0 – 2^10). The counters will 
then be cleared and the process will start over. Part of the VHDL code to 
implement the design is presented in Appendix II. 

6.3 Throughput Measuring Block Interface 

The Figure 22 is illustrating the inputs and outputs of the component designed in 
VHDL. The inputs are the ones on the left and the outputs are the ones on the 
right. The inputs (or outputs) with a block around the “wire” shows that it is a 
parallel input with more than one wire. The number of wires corresponding to the 
input (or output) can be found by the label. To give an example the alu_util(10:0) 
has eleven wires (10, 9, 8 … 0). Table 17 gives a small description to the inputs 
and outputs presented in Figure 22. 
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On the input side we have different signals, the “clk”, “sclr” and “ni_en” are 
standard signals. It is clock-signal, reset-signal an enable-signal. The 
“cfg_el_indx_max” says what the highest index in the vector that will be 
calculated is. The “instr_op_code” is the op-code for the instruction that is going 
to be used. “instr_vl_shft” is a signal that says if the vector is being shifted. All 
these last three signals can be used to estimate the delay of the computation. The 
utilization can be derived by accumulating the time that the instructions will take 
and compare it with the period time at the end of the period. 

The output signals are the ones that will be read by the scheduler. On the output 
side the new_sample_en-output have the purpose of sending a pulse as soon as a 
new sample is ready. The alu_util does present the utilization of ALU-instructions 
of the VP. The ldst_util presents the utilization of the load/store-instructions of 
the VP. 

 

Figure 22 – Block illustrating the block designed in VHDL to measure the 
throughput from one of the hosts controlling the VP. 

Inputs 
Signal Description 

clk Clock signal 

sclr Reset signal 

ni_en Signals a new instruction to be profiled 

cfg_el_indx_max(5:0) Number of elements that is going to be executed. 

instr_op_code(5:0) Op code of the current instructions. 

instr_vl_shft(2:0) A field that indicates if this instruction operates on sub-vectors and 
which is the size of the subvector 

Outputs 
Signal Description 

new_sample_en Sends a pulse when the output values have been updated. 

alu_util(10:0) Outputs the utilization of the ALU 

ldst_util(10:0) Outputs the utilization of the LDST 

Table 17 – Describing the different signals at the profiler block interface. 
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6.4 Test and Performance 

The functionality of the extension block was verified with a test bench. The 
maximum clock speed of the VHDL block is 362 MHz which is higher than the 
125 MHz that the VP is currently running on. This means that the extension 
would not be a bottleneck and could be clocked with the 125MHz of the VP. 
Data from the synthesis report is presented in the table below. The other values is 
saying how much hardware usage that is being used in the context of registers and 
LUTs. 

Number of Slice Registers 290 

Number of Slice LUTs 221 

Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs 139 

Number of bonded IOBs 99 

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 1 

Maximum Frequency 362 MHz 

Table 18 – Synthesis report. 
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7 Discussion and conclusions 

The number one focus for the processor industry has been to increase the 
computation speed of the processors under low energy budgets. Due to today’s 
limits in raising the clock frequency for CPUs the future computer will use a 
different approach to increase the performance. Computers in the future will have 
more heterogeneous designs, with more specialized hardware for different tasks. 
The co-processor design at CAPPL/NJIT proves that a co-processor working on 
vectors could collaborate with several scalar processors and in that way form a 
heterogeneous system with high performance. Another current focus of new 
processors due to the increase of smartphones and other mobile devices is low 
power consumption. High performance and low power consumption does usually 
not go hand in hand. This thesis proves this could be reached with specialized 
hardware that does fast computations in parallel with high utilization thanks to 
special design. The high utilization was reached by receiving instructions from 
multiple processors. 

An extension of the co-processor was also designed. This extension gives the 
feature of measuring the utilization of the co-processor. This could be used in 
future scheduling schemes with different priorities between the hosts. 

Sharing an SIMD resource is more efficient than having one exclusive SIMD unit 
for each scalar processor. Both when it comes to money cost due to less hardware 
but also energy cost will be reduced thanks to the lowered static power 
consumption from less hardware. While techniques for manufacturing get more 
advanced resulting in fabrications of very small hardware the aspect of static 
power gets more important. This is because the static power does not decrease as 
much as dynamic power with the reduction in transistor size of the device.  

7.1 Discussion of method 

The method of testing the applications in a RTL simulation together with analysis 
tools from Xilinx proved to be a very efficient way of verifying the work. It gave a 
good picture of the performance and made it easy to compare different scenarios 
while at the same time giving good options for scrutinizing the details of the 
execution in the FPGA. 

7.2 Conclusions 

The first goal of the thesis was to design applications that could be used for 
benchmarking of the VP in a test system. These were implemented and proven 
useful for benchmarking purposes. And the goal can be considered as fulfilled. 

The second goal was to extend the VP with a new feature. The functionality was 
verified in a test bench. This could now, for example, be a useful feature to be 
used with new scheduling schemes. An example of such a schedule would be one 
that gives different priorities to different host based on the usage due to the 
different hosts. The throughput will give this information to the VP. This goal 
should also be considered fulfilled. 
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7.3 Future work 

An interesting modification of this system would be support for Network on Chip 
(NoC) [24]. The future homogeneous architecture could have hundreds of cores. 
Wiring between the cores could be very complicated. But NoC solves this 
introducing Ethernet-like structure that connects the cores with each other. If the 
vector co-processor had support for this it could be added to a design to fill the 
purpose of specialized vector processing and receiving messages with request 
from multiple cores in the system. 

The extension gives, as previously mentioned the option of measuring the 
throughput of instructions. This can be used for future scheduling schemes. A 
schedule with different priorities for the host could be ideal for some applications. 
A probable scenario would be to have a system where one core (that is using the 
vector processor) has a much more important task where it has to finish its task 
with short notice. With a high priority it could easily take the control of the vector 
processor within a couple of clock cycles and therefore finish its task fast. 

Another perhaps obvious development would be to extend the vector processor 
with more lanes. This could be useful in systems using long vectors and a lot of 
vector operations (possibly due to many hosts). This would not be a good option 
if using very short vector except if using the VLS scheme. The design has been 
done with scalability in mind, so this would be a natural step. 
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9 Appendices 

Appendix I: Source code example from an applications designed for the uBlaze 
processors (programming language: C). 

Appendix II: VHLD-code example from   
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9.1 Appendix I  
void spMVM_Mult_only(void *vm_ptrAddr_in, void *vm_colAddr_in, \ 

void *vm_valAddr_in, void *vm_vectorAddr_in,\ 

u32 matrixWidth, u32 noOfRows, u32 vectorLength){ 

 

    u32      *vm_ptrAddr= (u32*)(vm_ptrAddr_in); 

    u32      *vm_colAddr= (u32*)(vm_colAddr_in); 

    Xfloat32 *vm_valAddr= (Xfloat32*)(vm_valAddr_in); 

    Xfloat32 *vm_vectorAddr= (Xfloat32*)(vm_vectorAddr_in); 

    u32 numberOfElements, i, temp, ack; 

 

    numberOfElements = vm_ptrAddr[noOfRows] - vm_ptrAddr[0]; 

     

    /* MULTIPLICATION */ 

    _VFLD(VFLAGREG_00, 0xFFFFFFFF); 

    for(i=0; i < numberOfElements; i = i + vectorLength){ 

 

        /* Load the values */ 

        _VLD (VREG_00,VFLAGREG_00,vm_valAddr);   

        /* Load the col according to the data */ 

        _VLD (VREG_01,VFLAGREG_00,vm_colAddr); 

        /* Load the corresponding value from the vector */ 

        _VLDX(VREG_02,VREG_01,VFLAGREG_00, vm_vectorAddr); 

        /* Multiplication between the values in the sparse matrix */ 

        _VMUL(VREG_00,VREG_00,VREG_02,VFLAGREG_00);      

        /* Store back the values */ 

        _VST (VREG_00,VFLAGREG_00,vm_valAddr);               

         

        vm_valAddr = vm_valAddr + vectorLength; 

        vm_colAddr = vm_colAddr + vectorLength; 

 

        temp = (numberOfElements - i); 

        if( temp < vectorLength ){ 

            _VP_REQ_ANY_VL(temp, ack); 

        }    

    } 

    _VP_REQ_ANY_VL(vectorLength, ack); 

} 

 

void cjd39_MVM_sum_only( 

void *vm_ptrAddr_in, 

void *vm_valAddr_in,  

void *vm_resAddr_in,  

u32 matrixWidth,  

u32 noOfRows,  

u32 vectorLength){ 

    /* Initiate pointers */ 

    u32      *vm_ptrAddr= (u32*)(vm_ptrAddr_in); 

    Xfloat32 *vm_valAddr= (Xfloat32*)(vm_valAddr_in); 

    Xfloat32 *vm_resAddr= (Xfloat32*)(vm_resAddr_in); 

    u32      *vm_debug = (u32*)(VP_MB0_WORKSPACE_BASEADDR + 4*13312); 

 

    /* Initiate variables */ 

    u32 i, rowCnt=0, rowsToComp, rowsLeft, currElement, ack; 

    u32 len[vectorLength]; 

    u32 ptr[noOfRows+1]; 

     

    rowsLeft = noOfRows; 

     

    /*Collect pointers */ 

    for(i=0; i < noOfRows+1; i++) 

    ptr[i] = vm_ptrAddr[i];  

     

    while(rowsLeft>0){ 

        if(rowsLeft<vectorLength){ 

            rowsToComp = rowsLeft;} 

        else{ 

            rowsToComp = vectorLength;} 

         

        if(rowsToComp < vectorLength){ 

            _VP_REQ_ANY_VL(rowsToComp, ack);} 

         

        _VCLR(VREG_02, VFLAGREG_00, 0); //CLEAR 

         

        /* Do addition of current elements */ 
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        _VLD(VREG_00, VFLAGREG_00, vm_ptrAddr+rowCnt);    // Load pointers 

         

        /* Calculate the length of the first row to be computed */ 

        len[0] = ptr[rowCnt+1] - ptr[rowCnt];  

        /* Calculate the length of the last row to be computed */ 

        len[rowsToComp-1] = ptr[rowCnt+rowsToComp] - ptr[rowCnt+rowsToComp-1];  

        currElement = 0; 

 

        for(i=0; i < len[0]; i++){ //Calc rows 

            if(len[(rowsToComp-1)-currElement] == i){ 

                while(len[(rowsToComp-1)-currElement] == i){ 

                    currElement++; 

                    len[(rowsToComp-1)-currElement] =  

                    ptr[rowCnt+rowsToComp-currElement] - 

                    ptr[rowCnt+rowsToComp-1-currElement]; 

                } 

                _VP_REQ_ANY_VL(vectorLength - currElement, ack); 

            }        

            _VLDX(VREG_01, VREG_00, VFLAGREG_00, vm_valAddr+i); // Load data  

            _VADD(VREG_02,VREG_02,VREG_01,VFLAGREG_00);         //Accumulate data 

        } 

        /*Save the added result */ 

        _VP_REQ_ANY_VL(rowsToComp, ack); 

        _VMOV(VREG_01,VREG_02, VFLAGREG_00); 

        _VST(VREG_02, VFLAGREG_00, vm_resAddr); 

        vm_resAddr = vm_resAddr + vectorLength;  

         

        /* Increment the counters */ 

        rowCnt   = rowCnt + rowsToComp; 

        rowsLeft = rowsLeft - rowsToComp; 

    } 

} 

9.2 Appendix II 
library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

 

entity Utilization_profiler is 

generic(ELINDX_WIDTH  : integer := 6; 

        OPCODE_WIDTH  : integer := 6; 

        VL_SHFT_WIDTH : integer := 3; 

        MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH  : integer := 10; 

        MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH  : integer := 8); 

         

port   (clk  : IN std_logic; 

        sclr : IN std_logic; 

         

        cfg_el_indx_max : IN std_logic_VECTOR(ELINDX_WIDTH - 1 downto 0); --elements / 

lane 

        ni_en           : IN std_logic; --new instruction 

        instr_op_code   : IN std_logic_VECTOR(OPCODE_WIDTH - 1 downto 0); 

        instr_vl_shft   : IN std_logic_VECTOR(VL_SHFT_WIDTH - 1 downto 0); 

 

        new_sample_en  : OUT std_logic; 

        alu_util       : OUT std_logic_VECTOR(MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH downto 0); 

        ldst_util      : OUT std_logic_VECTOR(MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH downto 0)); 

         

end Utilization_profiler; 

 

architecture Behavioral of Utilization_profiler is 

   component opcode_decoder is 

       generic (ELINDX_WIDTH  : integer := 6; 

                OPCODE_WIDTH  : integer := 6; 

                VL_SHFT_WIDTH : integer := 3); 

                 

        port   (clk, reset : in std_logic; 

                max_element_index       : in std_logic_vector(ELINDX_WIDTH - 1 downto 

0); 

                new_instruction_flag    : in std_logic; 

                opcode                  : in std_logic_vector(OPCODE_WIDTH - 1 downto 

0); 

                vl_shift                : in std_logic_vector(VL_SHFT_WIDTH - 1 downto 

0); 

                output_val              : out std_logic_vector(ELINDX_WIDTH downto 0); 

                alu_flag                : out std_logic; 
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                ldst_flag               : out std_logic); 

   end component; 

 

   component period_counter is 

        generic (MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH : integer := 10; 

                 MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH : integer := 8);  

        port    (clk   : in  STD_LOGIC; 

                 reset : in  STD_LOGIC; 

                 flag  : out STD_LOGIC); 

   end component; 

    

   component utilize_measure is 

        generic (MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH : integer := 10; 

                 MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH : integer := 8; 

                 ELINDX_WIDTH  : integer := 6);  

                  

        port    (clk, reset           : in STD_LOGIC; 

                 input_strobe         : in STD_LOGIC; 

                 input_data           : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(ELINDX_WIDTH downto 0); 

                 input_timer_overflow : in STD_LOGIC; 

                 output_strobe        : out STD_LOGIC; 

                 output_util          : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH 

downto 0)); 

   end component; 

    

   signal cyclesToAdd : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(ELINDX_WIDTH downto 0); 

   signal alu_flag, ldst_flag, timer_flag : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal output_strobe_alu, output_strobe_ldst : STD_LOGIC; 

begin 

    dec_comp: opcode_decoder    generic map (ELINDX_WIDTH => ELINDX_WIDTH, 

                                             OPCODE_WIDTH => OPCODE_WIDTH,  

                                             VL_SHFT_WIDTH => VL_SHFT_WIDTH) 

                                port map    (clk => clk,  

                                             reset => sclr,  

                                             max_element_index => cfg_el_indx_max,  

                                             new_instruction_flag => ni_en,  

                                             opcode => instr_op_code,  

                                             vl_shift => instr_vl_shft,  

                                             output_val => cyclesToAdd,  

                                             alu_flag => alu_flag,  

                                             ldst_flag => ldst_flag); 

                                 

    cnt_comp: period_counter    generic map (MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH => 

MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH,  

                                             MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH => 

MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH) 

                                port map    (clk => clk,  

                                             reset => sclr,  

                                             flag => timer_flag); 

                                 

    alu_util_comp : utilize_measure     generic map (MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH => 

MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH,  

                                             MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH => 

MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH, 

                                             ELINDX_WIDTH => ELINDX_WIDTH) 

                                port map    (clk => clk,  

                                             reset => sclr,  

                                             input_strobe => alu_flag,  

                                             input_data => cyclesToAdd,  

                                             input_timer_overflow => timer_flag,  

                                             output_strobe => output_strobe_alu,  

                                             output_util => alu_util); 

                             

    ldst_util_comp : utilize_measure    generic map (MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH => 

MON_WIN_SIZE_BITWIDTH,  

                                             MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH => 

MON_RES_FREQ_BITWIDTH, 

                                             ELINDX_WIDTH => ELINDX_WIDTH) 

                                port map    (clk => clk,  

                                             reset => sclr,  

                                             input_strobe => ldst_flag,  

                                             input_data => cyclesToAdd,  

                                             input_timer_overflow => timer_flag,  

                                             output_strobe => output_strobe_ldst,  

                                             output_util => ldst_util); 
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    new_sample_en <= output_strobe_alu or output_strobe_ldst; 

     

end Behavioral; 

 

 


